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the perfect
working
environment
The all NEW range of Volvo workwear.
Volvo machines operate under extreme conditions
and safety should always be a top priority. This is
why Volvo has created a complete product range
together with a recognised workwear developer.
Durable, comfortable and highly visible, the Volvo
workwear range performs as well as it looks.
To see the entire collection and download your
own catalogue, please visit:
www.volvomerchandise.com
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Safety is no accident
Safety remains a critical issue for the construction industry as a whole.
Globally, figures for accidents in the industry have fallen over a five
year period, but remain higher than in any other industry today. Safety
has to be a priority for all involved from operators, to machine owners,
to manufacturers and their employees.
Here at Volvo Construction Equipment we are working towards a
future where there are no accidents in the industry, this is our vision.
Safety has always been at the forefront of our thinking since the
company’s inception 180 years ago, to how we are working today.
Safety is part of the Volvo DNA, it is one of the core values of the
company together with quality and care for the environment.
So to reaffirm our commitment to safety, we have dedicated this
edition of Spirit to this important topic. We look at the lengths we’re
going to as a company to provide the safest possible equipment for
our customers, safety training for our operators and safe working
environments for our employees. We reveal how Volvo CE tests its
machines under extreme conditions in order to be as safe as possible.
We look at the range of new machines hitting
the market and their safety features. And we
explore how virtual machines are helping us to
train operators about real safety issues.
We hope you will enjoy this edition of Spirit and,
most importantly, stay safe in your work.

Volvo Spirit Magazine App is now
available from the Apple itunes store.

Best Wishes
Clare Gittins Editor in Chief
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winning brings glory.
teamwork brings memories.
We followed Groupama’s adventure around the world. Their
exceptional performance made them #1 at the finish line.
The crew’s hard work and your loyal support made this years’
Volvo Ocean Race even more meaningful.
Thank you for joining us and see you in 2014.

Franck Cammas, skipper Team Groupama
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Learn more about the Volvo team
at volvoce.com /volvooceanrace
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WHY VOLVO
ALWAYS TAKES
SAFETY TO HEART
Look at a Volvo machine, and
what do you see? You may see
cutting-edge technology. You may
see rock-solid reliability. Or you
may see maximized productivity.
And you’d be right on all counts.
They’re all there, as clear as day.
Johan Theofon Munktell, Assar
Gabrielsson and Gustaf Larson
saw something more...
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When the two friends met at Stockholm’s Sturehof seafood
restaurant in 1924 and forged a plan to develop a Swedish
automobile, the founders of Volvo were already focused on the
heart of things: the well-being of the people who would one day
operate their machines.
Or, as they put it: “The basic principle behind all design work is,
and always must be, safety.”

Johan Theofron Munktell, who even earlier in 1832 founded
the company which would later become Volvo Construction
Equipment, would surely have agreed with them.
VOLVO DNA
Today safety remains at the heart of the Volvo Group. Safety is
embedded in Volvo’s DNA; it’s a core value, alongside quality
and environmental care. Volvo has a ‘zero accidents’ vision for
the future which it is striving towards by providing the safest
equipment and training for its customers and safest working
environment for its employees.
“Everything starts with safety,” says Niklas Nillroth, Volvo
Construction Equipment’s (Volvo CE) director of Environmental
Care & Safety.
“That may make us different from many manufacturers, but our
customers think in exactly the same way and share those values.
They want a safe working place for their people, and they want
a reputation for safety as well.”
And with good reason. The construction industry still has high
numbers of accidents. Today, though, things are changing, both
because of greater awareness about safety and tighter legislation.
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“They want a safe
working place
for their people,
and they want a
reputation for safety
as well.”
SAFETY TRIANGLE
Within Volvo Construction Equipment itself, a safety council
ensures that the issue is never ignored. In the council, safety is
seen as a triangle, with machines, people and work sites as its
three sides.
Look at Volvo CE machines. They continue to evolve, improve and
astonish. Sometimes the technology can be highly complex, like
the self-compensating steering and full dual circuit brake systems
on articulated haulers. But often it’s far simpler, like inclined
ladders, hand rails and non-slip steps. All of these features have a
major impact on safety.
Innovative design can promote better behaviors. Seatbelt warning
lights, for instance, act as a clear safety reminder. Reversing alarms
do the same, warning not only those near a vehicle but operators
themselves of potential hazards.
CARING FOR THE OPERATOR
Why does Volvo strive to group machine service points together
at ground level? So that mechanics don’t have to climb up to reach
them – and because, by making things simpler to access, the
likelihood increases that routine maintenance will be carried out
as recommended, making things safer still.
Volvo Construction Equipment’s constant push towards creating
spacious, comfortable cabs with outstanding visibility is also
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fuelled by the company’s safety gene. The company’s renowned
and aptly named CareCab, available on many machines, brings the
focus back to the people at the heart of the machine.

“We believe we’re still
ahead of the times.
Indeed, the Volvo Group
has a challenging
vision of pushing safety
to the next level.”

Reduced stress, noise and vibration for operators — as well as
the help offered by ergonomic controls — means less fatigue.
Less fatigue makes for greater concentration. And concentration
facilitates safety, especially at the end of long, arduous shifts.
GOOD PRACTICE, CORRECT MINDSET
Safety features and aids are only effective if they are heeded
and used properly. Good practice starts with the correct mindset.
That’s why, whether on jobsites or in manufacturing plants,
suitable protective equipment should be worn and regulations
followed. Wearing hard hats, steel-toe capped boots,
high visibility jackets, safety glasses and hearing
protection should become second nature to
each every individual.
Ongoing training, too, has long been a Volvo
safety priority. Volvo operator training gives
operators a better understanding of machines
and their prescribed limitations. Similarly,
training plays a crucial role in the final piece
of the safety jigsaw: the worksite. Worksite
safety today is a science. Sites can and should
be carefully mapped out and risk assessments made.
Machine and pedestrian routes should be kept apart where
possible and one-way systems encouraged, while flat, hard tracks
with gentle bends and protective banking should be created.
Warning signs are a must.
A CARING PHILOSOPHY
Nillroth sees the three safety elements of machine, people and
worksite as a triangle. “Imagine a circle around that triangle,” he
says. “That circle represents the company philosophy. I’d call it
a caring philosophy.
“Looking into the future, we don’t see our emphasis changing.
We believe we’re still ahead of the times. Indeed, the Volvo Group
has a challenging vision of pushing safety to the next level.
“We believe that communicating our core values of environmental
care, quality and safety will be one of our main differentiators in
the future.”
Munktell, Gabrielsson and Larson would surely approve. If they
walked into any Volvo Group company today, they would see that
their vision lives on. Safety? It’s still the guiding principle behind all
design work. And it always will be.
Text: Tony Lawrence
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GLOBETROTTING

MASSACHUSETTS

Massachusetts, leader in higher education, high technology - and ‘demolition’.
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“We minimize disposal costs, and our customers get credited for the
reclaimed materials.”

A perfect fit between Costello Dismantling Co Inc. and Volvo Construction Equipment

M

assachusetts,

bordering

the

Atlantic Ocean in the northeastern

United States, evokes many things, depending
on how far back you’re willing to go. Go
back almost 400 years and you’ll run
into the Pilgrims arriving at Plymouth in
the Mayflower; the founding of Harvard
University, the oldest institution of higher
learning in the country; or even the infamous
Salem Witch Trials.

Almost two-thirds of the state’s
population lives in and around Boston, known
in the late 18th century as the ‘Cradle of Liberty’
for its tea-party protest against British rule.
Once dependent on agriculture and fishing, the
state became a manufacturing center during the
Industrial Revolution. Today, it is a leader in
higher education, health care, financial services
and high technology. And demolition. At least,
that’s the impression you’ll take away after talking
to Dan Costello.
Costello is 60 years young. Having
studied political science at college, he stumbled
upon the demolition industry some 35 years ago,
fell in love with it and never left. Today, though,
the head of Costello Dismantling Co Inc. prefers to
call it just that — dismantling, or even dissection —
rather than demolition. “When I started, it was all
about wrecking balls and landfills. We just smashed
things down and hauled them off to the dump,”
he recalls.

“Today, it’s another world. We’re much more in control, using state-of-the
art high-boom excavators equipped with attachments like grapples, shears, pulverizers
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Totally in control, using state-of-the art high-boom Volvo excavators equipped with attachments

“Today, it’s another world. We’re much
more in control, using state-of-the art
high-boom excavators equipped with
attachments like grapples, shears,
pulverizers and electromagnets.”

“Finding better ways to operate fascinates me – it’s
a science, whether we’re taking down a jail, a submarine base,
a church or hospital. It’s probably the most demanding discipline
you can imagine. Every job presents you with so many variables,
like engineering, safety, metallurgy. That constant mental
challenge keeps me going. The whole company’s infected with
that same enthusiasm.”
In the early days, Costello was a one-man band,
relying on a second-hand machine. Today his company, based
in Middleboro, Massachusetts, employs around 50 staff. And the
vast majority of its 30-plus machines come from Volvo
Construction Equipment.

and electromagnets. We dismantle and dissect, whether it’s a
building, dam or oil tank. Sometimes we can recycle upwards
of 90 percent of the materials, from granite and steel to brick
and yellow pine. And, of course, we recycle land as well.
A DEMANDING DISCIPLINE
“Our way of working is good for the environment,”
he continues. “It is safe — which is absolutely key — and quiet.
We minimize disposal costs, and our customers get credited for
the reclaimed materials. It’s really close to my heart. Some
people still demolish things in the old way, but we see ourselves
as specialists.

“We have national account customers and large
corporations, but Costello was our largest sole proprietor purchaser
of construction equipment last year,” says Paul Balassone, Volvo
Construction Equipment North America’s district product
manager. “It’s a perfect fit, as far as we’re concerned – a perfect
marriage.”
SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT
Costello Dismantling’s success — it has served many
high profile international clients — has been built on several
factors. By far the most important has been its director’s passion,
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expertise and attention to detail. That attention to detail, says
operations manager Sean Rae, led to the Volvo link-up.
“The company bought its first Volvo machines about
a decade ago,” says Rae. “Dan did his homework, decided Volvo
was the best and bought a couple. That was that— we’ve just kept
on buying. The latest one has just arrived – an EC700BHR with a
110-foot reach, the first of its kind in North America.”
“Simply put, the Volvo machines have the best spec
sheets. They are very well constructed. The bottom ends are
phenomenal, and the tracks and drivetrain hold up more than any
other competitor. We do some serious pulling, but all they need
is the normal maintenance. They’re comfortable, quiet and have
very good visibility.
“And then, of course, there’s safety. We’re all about
safety – it’s paramount. And they are very safe machines, designed
specifically for demolition work with all the right protections.”
Switching to Volvo, Costello recalls, was a big decision. And it
wasn’t just about the machines.
FALLING COSTS, RISING PRODUCTIVITY
“I quickly learned that used machines are expensive,
because of maintenance and downtime. When I was exposed to
Volvo’s financial services I realized it was integral to putting new
machinery into customers’ hands. So we bought new for the first
time and immediately saw job costs fall and productivity rise.
“My wife, who works with me along with my two sons,
suddenly said one day: ‘Hey, the Volvo’s paid for!’ And I replied:
‘Wow — let’s go get another one!’ We’ve never looked back. So it’s
about the whole package. The Volvo people have been wonderful
to us. And our relationship with our dealer, Woodco Machinery,
is great. We trust them completely. They’re terrific – you ask for
something overnight and it’s there the next day.”
Costello inspires similar trust, says Ballasone. “As an
active member of the National Demolition Association, he was
asked for advice by the head of another company. That person
then called his dealer in New York and bought two Volvo 460s
without even seeing them. That’s extraordinary.
RETIRING THE WRECKING BALL
His clients, too, clearly trust him. Costello dismantled
a tricky four-story commercial building in the heart of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, abutting the campus of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). The team used their new EC700 high
reach and an EC460CHR high reach together to safely bring the
building to the ground, where two other EC460s processed the
debris for recycling.
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“they are very safe machines, designed
specifically for demolition work with all
the right protections.”

Costello says he still owns a wrecking ball. “Yes, I think
there is one, somewhere in the back of the yard. It hasn’t been
used for a while.” Today, it’s all about safety and the environment
— and doing a great job.
Text: Tony Lawrence
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Until January 2009, when Volvo
Merchandise Corporation was launched, safety
wear was placed in the same category as
general merchandising. You could buy a
yellow hi-visibility jacket that looked the
part but wasn’t necessarily fluorescent
enough to comply with the increasingly
strict rules and regulations being
laid down by companies and
governments.
Volvo now supplies a
safety range that goes beyond mere
promotional merchandise. With the
new work wear collection, Volvo
offers products that will help keep
people safe in their workplaces. Also,
by offering the complete Volvobranded range worldwide, uniformity
in the appearance of Volvo safety wear
is assured, demonstrating good quality
and high standards.
“Before choosing our new work wear
partner, we compared a number of different
suppliers to find a company that conformed
to the Volvo core values of quality, safety and
environmental care,” says Tobias Wilhelm,
marketing manager at Volvo Merchandise.
Projob ticked all the boxes:
it demonstrates a strong social and
environmental commitment in the production
of its high-quality, safety-conscious work wear.
The company was taken over in 2003 by
New Wave Group, a public company listed
on the Stockholm stock exchange, with 2,400
employees and a turnover of approximately
$600 million US.
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Projob has come a long way in a short time.
Patrik Andersson was appointed managing director in
May 2003, and the revitalized company started
selling in 2004. Since then the improvement in
the company’s fortunes has been remarkable.
Annual turnover is up to $23 million US, and
Projob is active across Europe, and it has just
moved into the North American market.
As a result of the new partnership,
the work wear products offered by Volvo
Merchandise are at the very top of the
industry’s range and comply with the strictest
safety rules and regulations.
“All our work wear products are
ergonomically designed with site safety at
the forefront of our minds,” Wilhelm adds.
“The garments are designed for movement
in potentially dangerous places, like busy
construction sites or road-building projects. If
you’re jumping in and out of machines all day, you
don’t want to be restricted or — even worse — get
your clothing caught up in the machinery. That’s why
some of our safety wear garments have detachable
hoods so that if they were to get caught, the hoods
would tear away from the main part of the jacket.”
Andersson believes a shared vision of
business conduct and a commitment to the same
values lies at the heart of Volvo and Projob’s
partnership.
“I think Volvo
understood that,
like them, we
have very high
demands when
it comes to
safety, quality

“Before choosing our new work wear partner,
we compared a number of different suppliers
to find a company that conformed to the
Volvo core values of quality, safety and
environmental care.”
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and ergonomics,” he says. “It’s no good having cheap, substandard safety garments that would undermine Volvo’s values
and reputation”.
“At Projob, we aim for the highest safety standards
so that we can acquire the correct certifications from the EU or
governmental bodies.
“When it comes to safety in the workplace, the
demand for safety products is increasing everywhere. Governments
and companies are laying down increasingly stringent safety
regulations regarding work sites. More regulation means higher
safety standards, which means greater demand for high-quality
safety products.”
Safety wear has improved dramatically in recent years,
thanks to advances in technology and the invention of better
fabrics. The marketplace has become highly competitive, which
has also helped raise standards considerably. Today, everyone
wants the best garments for their employees.
“The safety wear industry is booming,” Andersson says.
“When I was a carpenter working in the construction industry
between 1994 and 1999, the safety wear on site was pretty
unsophisticated. Since then there has been a dramatic revolution.
Today, you are often not allowed to work on a public highway or
construction site if you don’t have the proper safety garments, and
in many countries, you’ll get fined. It’s not just a corporate work
site choice – it has become a legal requirement to have certified
safety wear.”
Volvo is part of the revolution and, as ever, high quality
comes as standard.
Text: Niall Edworthy
www.volvomerchandise.com
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“When it comes to safety in the workplace,
the demand for safety products is increasing
everywhere.”.

SPOT LIGHT

SAFETY TESTING

Machines are put to the test to maximize safety and withstand the demands of the jobsite.
SPIRIT17

“We want to break the equipment.”

S

Sven-Erik Larsson, Product Development and Engineering responsible at
Volvo Construction Equipment.

ven-Erik Larsson and his team in
the

Structural

Strength

Testing

department of Volvo Construction Equipment’s
Testing and Prototype Operations (TnPO) have
a unique role in the company.

Instead of working to make parts,
components and machines that last as long as
possible, it is their job to destroy them. “We
want to break the equipment,” Larsson says.
It is only by pushing the limits
of durability, strength and functionality of
Volvo Construction Equipment parts, subsystems and machines that the company
can guarantee that the customer is getting
a product that is built to last, even when it’s
working under great stress and in extreme
conditions.

Built to last
When Larsson and his colleagues
are given a new design or prototype, the first
job is to create a test to find its weaknesses. Then they begin the process of putting it
under stress, often for 24 hours a day, seven days a week, until it breaks.
“Everyone at Volvo Construction Equipment is working to build something
that lasts, and here we try to break it,” he says. “But our final aim is the same: to
produce a machine that works in the field for as long as possible. “What we are trying
to do is establish the limit of what a part or component can withstand in its lifetime,
and that is way above normal working procedure.”
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No detail is left unexamined, everything is tested to the limit

“What we are trying to do is establish the
limit of what a part or component can
withstand in its lifetime.”

The process is accelerated and compressed so that
the results of a few hundred hours of stress and pressure can be
extrapolated and analyzed to calculate how long a part might last
in the field. In a bucket durability test, for example, more than
5 tonnes of pressure is exerted repeatedly on a bucket to see how
much it would take to break it.
All across TnPO every part of every machine is
being tested: from gas and oil, to hydraulics and electrics, cabs
and engines. There are even tests to simulate how machines
and parts will perform at high altitudes. Then, when each part
and component has been scrutinized separately, the complete
machines are put through their paces to ensure that customers
receive a reliable product that will provide thousands of hours
of productivity.
Peter Larsson, manager of complete machines at
TnPO, says that during the development of new projects,
several safety and quality reviews are undergone. “No detail is
left unexamined,” he says. “We look at and check the machines
regarding laws and regulations, machine directive, EMC directive
and engine emission. We check that the cab is easy to access
with good visibility and that different systems are easy to access.
We also do a lot of functional tests to ensure that machines are
safe for our customers.”
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Maximum safety				
One of the main aims of putting each and every
component under such rigorous examination is to ensure
maximum safety for those who operate them in the field. If a
hydraulic hose were to fail, a bucket to collapse, or a cab to react
badly to a certain sort of terrain, this would have implications for
the safety of those working in or around the machine.
Safety is also a priority for the TnPO staff. Working
in a busy environment where parts and machines are under great
stress can be dangerous.
“We put safety first — it is our highest priority,”
says Mattias Johnemark, who runs TnPO and manages its 117
employees. “We have daily meetings to ensure that everyone —
from workers on the floor to the highest manager — is focused
on avoiding dangerous behavior. By changing our behaviors and
eliminating near misses, we can avoid accidents and injuries.”
For example, no one is allowed in the room when
tests are being carried out. The tests run continuously, and staff
can only enter the room when there has been a malfunction or
the part has broken. If that should happen overnight, then an
engineer or mechanic will receive an automatic text message so
that he or she can go fix the problem.
Going above and beyond
For Johnemark, simply meeting requirements isn’t
enough, whether those are environmental laws or health and safety
regulations. Volvo products have to go above and beyond.
“All of our competitors have to meet those laws and
regulations, just like we do,” Johnemark says. “Therefore, we have
to not only fulfill the law but also be the best and offer the
consumer more than our competitors do. Fuel efficiency and
safety are two areas where we can do that.”
Text: Dan Waddell
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail
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“we have to not only fulfill the law but
also be the best and offer the consumer
more than our competitors do”.

WHY YOU’RE IN SAFE
HANDS WITH VOLVO NEWGENERATION MACHINES
As you read these words, one of Volvo Construction
Equipment’s newest generation machines will be
rolling off a production line somewhere in the world,
setting higher-than-ever standards of quality, safety
and environmental care.
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The company’s core values — quality, safety and
environmental care — are interdependent. But safety is at the
very heart of what Volvo stands for. A Volvo machine designed
without safety as its guiding principle would be a contradiction
in terms.
This year will see Volvo
Construction Equipment
make history, adding
more than 60 state-ofthe-art products to its
ranges, on top of almost
as many launched in
2011. Never before in its
180-year history has the
company attempted such
an overhaul of its portfolio.
Its designers and
engineers have, as always,
focused on maximizing
performance. By consulting
customers. Through forward
thinking. And with a neverending attention to detail.
SAFETY NEVER ENDS
“Safety considerations never end,” says Volvo
Construction Equipment wheel loader product manager Thomas
Asp. “We always need to have the human being in focus while
ensuring at the same time that he can operate the machine in
a controlled and safe way.”
Take, for example, the new G-Series wheel loaders and
the latest additions to the stable, the mid-sized L60G, L70G and
L90G.
While the G-Series’
increase in performance – 20%
more lifting force and 10% more
breakout force for the L90G, for
instance – and reduced emissions,
thanks to V-ACT engines, dominate
the headlines, safety has not been
forgotten. Far from it.
In overhauling the
rear of the machine, the engine
hood has been redesigned to open
electronically, improve visibility and
make service points more accessible
(an easy-to-service machine is more
likely to be correctly maintained, thus
becoming even safer).
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Some new features focus solely on safety, like reverse
cameras – especially valuable for wheel loaders, which do a lot of
reversing in their daily work – and Volvo’s own factory-installed
fire suppression system, designed to comply with insurance
company requirements when machines operate in hazardous
environments and with flammable materials such as peat, wood
chips or petroleum.
A TIGHTLY-KNIT PACKAGE
Greater safety, though, often
goes hand-in-hand with other
improvements. Volvo quality,
environmental care and safety
are delivered as a tightly-knit
package.
Volvo’s use
of CareTrack – its
remote machine
management
telematics solution –
is a further example.
Tapping into
MATRIS, the on-board
electronic diagnostic system,
customers can monitor a machine’s performance — and whether it
is being operated correctly and within its prescribed limitations —
as well as its GPS position.
And, of course, there’s the industry-leading Volvo
CareCab. The use of the word ‘care’ is no coincidence, says Asp.
“Exceptional visibility is a particularly important aspect of the
CareCab. It’s absolutely vital that operators are able to see their
loads, their attachments and all around the machine, whether it’s
dusty, wet or dark.
“We think of safety in its wider
perspective – operator safety, machine safety and
work site safety – but that also means caring. We
care about the operator and about people around
the machine and in its immediate environment.”
CAB REDESIGN
A major cab redesign has also been
crucial for Volvo’s new BL61B and BL71B
backhoe loaders, feeding through to better working
positions in both loader and excavator functions.
Another Volvo machine class making a big safety
statement is the C-Series wheeled and tracked
skid steer loaders.
Volvo believes that by featuring
a single loader-arm design, these innovative
machines deliver superior loading performance and durability

“We always need to have the human being

in focus while ensuring at the same time
that he can operate the machine in a
controlled and safe way.”
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compared to traditional two-arm
vertical lift skid steers, along with
better visibility, safety and cab access
(independent tests show the Volvo
Construction Equipment design
averages 63% better all-around visibility
than competitors).

“We think of safety in

its wider perspective –
operator safety, machine
safety and work site
safety ”

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Safety, of course, has been inextricably
linked with articulated haulers ever since Volvo Construction
Equipment came up with the concept in 1966 to cope with the
transport of big loads over challenging terrain.
The new F-Series, ranging from the A25F to the A40F,
continues to lead the way, supported by the A35FS and A40FS
and their full hydraulic suspension, with automatic leveling and
stabilizers ensuring higher speeds and maximum operator control
over rough roads.
The unique steering system also contributes to safety,
with hydraulic damping preventing the transmission of impacts
and jolts to the steering wheel, while attention to detail extends to
a new large color monitor and keypad, relaying immediate vehicle
performance information to the operator.
It’s the same with the Volvo new D-Series excavators.
Performance and environmental care obviously count. Thus the
EC340D, replacing the EC330C, produces horsepower figures
to match the increases in power achieved by the EC380D and
EC480D when compared to the EC360C and EC460C models.
Hydraulic flow has increased and hydraulic pressure,
slew speed, slew torque, travel speed and travel force have
improved. But the focus on safety is never far away.
Thus the EC140D, EC160D and EC180D feature
a new rear access to the main hydraulic components. The larger
EC235D has an oversized heavy-duty undercarriage to
protect against twisting and deformation
on demanding terrain.
For operators facing
restricted conditions, there are the
short-swing ECR145D and ECR235D.
Their superstructure swings only
fractionally outside their track width, yet
they still boast digging performance,
balance and stability to match many
traditional format excavators.
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INSIDE TRACK

NIKLAS NILLROTH

Is this the safest man in the world?
SPIRIT25

“In essence, I ensure that the company honors its commitment to safety and
environmental care and keeps working towards those two goals.”

Niklas Nillroth, Global Director of Environmental Care and Safety
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Volvo Construction Equipment. In other
words, Nillroth is in charge of safety
in a company renowned for just that —
a total commitment to safety.

Things surely don’t get much safer than that.
So it’s no surprise that, during this interview, Nillroth does
not spill his coffee or trip over his shoelaces. He is not
a gambler, he reveals, nor does he spend his weekends
skydiving.
“Although I do a lot of sports, and I do like
windsurfing. Is that unsafe enough for you?!” he laughs.
A COMPANY COMMITMENT
Nillroth, an engineer who has also studied
economics, took up his current position in 2009. It is
a largely strategic role, he explains. “In essence, I ensure
that the company honors its commitment to safety and
environmental care and keeps working towards those
two goals.”

It’s a wide-ranging and global brief, covering
not only the way Volvo Construction Equipment operates
within its own facilities but also the products it manufactures, supplies, and helps
finance and maintain.
Environmental care and safety, along with the third core value of quality,
represent the heart and soul of the company. And, as one of the people responsible for
them, Nillroth finds himself very much at the very heart of things.
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Being responsible for the core values Nillroth is very much at the heart of everything

“It’s about making sure that we really
work with our core values.”

“It’s about making sure that we really work with our
core values in a proper way,” he says. “That means operating
through the different networks of Volvo Construction Equipment
and the Volvo Group as a whole to make things happen.
“It’s very much about being in the right place at the
right time, in meetings, councils and on projects, co-coordinating
with our technology, operations and sales and marketing people.
ALL FUNCTIONS, ALL PROCESSES
“That’s something very specific about this position – it
covers all the company’s different functions and processes, and in
detail,” Nillroth continues. “It could involve, say, some chemical
legislation in Germany, a training need in Eastern Europe or a
product requirement of excavators in China. All those would land
on my table.
“What I have to do is prioritize, getting the right things
on the agenda, delegating and influencing within the different
organizations. Take product safety, for instance. I cooperate with
our experts there on an almost daily basis.”
The search for ever higher safety standards, of course,
does not exclude the need for change. And change, by definition,
implies a certain level of risk.
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BALANCING CHANGE AND RISK
“Yes, change and development are important,” adds
Nillroth, who is based in Braås, Sweden. “Without it, you just
maintain what you had yesterday and end up with the same
tomorrow. The philosophy of change is very much part of my
personal thinking as well as of my professional background.
“I joined Volvo in 1998, as purchasing manager for
the articulated hauler business. In project management, you learn
to introduce change while balancing that with proactive risk
assessment.“Basically, you balance risks with opportunities.”
Volvo Construction Equipment is itself continuing to
change, not only through innovation and the constant introduction
of new technologies, but also through corporate acquisitions and
by strengthening its competitive position in new areas of the world
like China.
EXPORTING VOLVO VALUES
So how much of a challenge is it to export the Volvo
values? Less of one than you might imagine, apparently, even if
Nillroth cannot quite explain why. “I had one funny experience of
this when I was visiting our Bangalore assembly plant in India,” he
recalls. “You drive from the airport and the streets are very busy
and lively.
“Then you enter the reception area and it’s exactly the
same calm, safe and ordered atmosphere as in any other Volvo
site. It’s amazing — as if the mindset suddenly changes as you pass
through the gates.” Pride may have something to do with it.
Prioritizing safety may, at times, seem a typically
Swedish trait, Nillroth agrees, and yet “the outside companies that
we have acquired have been very successful in incorporating the
core values.”
THE POWER OF PRIDE
For Nillroth, safety and environmental care go hand
in hand. Together, they spell care – care for people and care for
customers, not only in terms of productivity and efficiency but
also in terms of well-being.
“Can you have too much safety?” Nillroth asks.
“No, not if you define it as trying to avoid accidents and save lives.
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Safe machines, safe people and safe workplaces.

“The philosophy of change is very much
part of my personal thinking as well as of
my professional background.”

You can have too many boring regulations, of course, or
too much information. Our job is to translate that so that people
are engaged.
“We emphasize the triangle of safe machines, safe
people and safe workplaces. The circle around that is our safety
culture.
Text: Tony Lawrence
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail

CARETRACK,
THROUGH THE EYES
OF ITS CUSTOMERS
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Innovations are often announced to great fanfare,
only to quickly disappear without a trace. And then there
are times when new technologies begin to quietly gather
momentum, with people soon beginning to wonder how
they ever managed without them.
When telematics (telecommunications and informatics)
was introduced to the construction equipment industry, many
dismissed it as one of those little non-necessities – a clever,
global-positioning gadget telling you the whereabouts of your
machine but not much more.
Today, however, CareTrack is a market-leading service
which, in tandem with Customer Service Agreements (CSAs),
has established itself as a key element in maximizing machine
efficiency, productivity and lifetime value.
THE NAME SAYS IT ALL
By providing a sophisticated, instantaneous stream
of information and – crucially – translating it into corrective,
preventative action – the system takes care of your biggest
investment.
Who says so? CareTrack’s customers do.
Take Don Morgan, vice president of Morgan
Contractors Inc. in Clarkesville, Tennessee. As a Volvo devotee,
he was ready to take CareTrack on trust.

David McKie, Great West Equipment,
Vancouver, USA

Paolo Limonta, Centroedile Scavi,
Milan, Italy

Darren Capps, Covington County
Alabama, USA

Ian Ross, Terminal Forest Products,
British Columbia, Canada

Fabio Favelli, Estrattiva Favelli,
Cassine, Italy

“Our primary work is site preparation, storm drainage
and demolition,” says Morgan. “We run excavators, articulated
haulers, graders and loaders. When CareTrack came out, we
wanted to get on board early and give it a try.”
A PREMIER PRODUCT
“It’s turned out to be one of the industry’s premier
products, improving maintenance performance and reducing
downtime,” Morgan continues. “Basically, it lets us be proactive
rather than reactive. It alerts our critical personnel directly so that
they can respond immediately. Often, we know about those alerts
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even before the operator does. It’s leading to greater longevity of
the equipment.”

Laurent Van Gysel, Samin Rozet,
France

Don Morgan, Morgan Contractors Inc,
Tennessee, USA

It’s turned out to be one
of the industry’s premier
products, improving
maintenance performance
and reducing downtime,”

CareTrack works with a Volvo machine’s own onboard
electronic platform, combining GPS with mobile phone network
as well as data via satellite. The only installation required is a small
computer with an integrated GPS receiver and modem, plus an
antenna, but on most machines these devices are already installed
as factory fit.
Thus, owners can ‘see’ where their machines are at
any time via a password-protected website, as well as ‘see’ their
fuel consumption rate and ‘when the next service is due. All of the
machine’s operating data can be downloaded via the system’s
MATRIS tool.
Up-to-the-minute performance and productivity reports,
for an entire fleet or just parts of it, are available, as are alarms and
warnings – if, say, a machine is being run with low oil pressure.
Error codes for system malfunctions can also be sent out via email
and text message.
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‘ANOTHER SET OF EYES’
And, of course, machines can be ‘geo’ or ‘time-fenced’,
i.e. limited to specific site areas or to operating at certain times
only, an invaluable feature for security and machine rental.
Don Morgan says the system has given him and his staff
’another set of eyes’.
Laurent Van Gysel, operations manager for SAMIN
(Société d’Exploitation des Sables et Minéraux) in Aisne in northeastern France, wanted peace of mind, with Volvo and local dealer
Sodimat “taking care of all the maintenance and management of
our machines— leaving us time for our main activity, which is the
24-hour-a-day processing of household glass.”
Those goals were duly achieved by combining fullservice customer support agreements with CareTrack.
PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL
For Pablo Limonta, too, the technology has changed
perceptions.
The director of Centroedile Scavi, a company
specializing in excavation, demolition and aggregate recycling in
northern Italy, says CareTrack and Customer Support Agreements
have transformed both the performance of his machines as well as
his control over them.
“In the past, we provided our own maintenance,” he
says. Now all that is done by qualified Volvo service technicians
with genuine Volvo parts. Meanwhile, for Fabio Favelli— owner
of Estrattiva Favello Srl, an aggregate and concrete producer in
Cassine, Italy — CareTrack has prompted a closer relationship with
his dealership, since it can also access and act on his machines’
data: “Now we feel even better looked after, especially in terms of
assistance,” he says.
In Vancouver, British Columbia, David McKie makes the
same point but from the dealer’s perspective.
“CareTrack sends fault or alarm codes to the user and
the dealer, allowing us to respond by contacting the customer,
potentially before he’s even aware of the problem,” says the territory
manager for Great West Equipment.
“When the owner or operator is not there, CareTrack
still is. The feedback shows it’s saved customers a lot of time and
money in scheduling service and fine-tuning daily operations.”
SAVING TIME, SAVING MONEY
In Alabama, meanwhile, Covington County Engineer
Darren Capps highlights productivity gains: “We maintain 2,092km
(1,300 miles) of roadway and nearly 300 bridges, using eight
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“We’ve also discovered
we probably save one gallon
per hour with Volvo graders
compared to rival machines.”

G940 graders and four tracked excavators. Now there’s no wasted
time; everything’s 100% efficient.
“We’ve also discovered we probably save one gallon
per hour with Volvo graders compared to rival machines. That
adds up pretty quickly.” Michael Egan, managing director of plant
hire company Egans Group in Melbourne, Australia, has found the
same thing, “and our customers love that information.
THE WAY OF THE FUTURE
“We currently have 17 Volvo machines, 14 with
CareTrack. The system supports us in our maintenance, of course,
but it also helps with invoicing – it shows us exactly what time a
machine starts and finishes working. This gets our invoicing out a
lot earlier.
“CareTrack is definitely the way of the future.”
And for Ian Ross, general superintendent with Terminal
Forest Products in British Columbia and Washington state, “the
best part is when my operator has a problem come up on his
screen and he can call my shop via internal radio. He doesn’t have
to stop operating – we can do the diagnostics ourselves. The
uptime here is probably 10% better now, or more.
“Every time we’ve renewed a lease, the Volvos are
better than before — and they just keep getting better.”

LIFE THROUGH A LENS

Alistair Hackett

Steering a Safe Course: The man who was responsible for safety training during
the Volvo Ocean Race.
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“We come up with the equipment we feel is appropriate and that the teams are actually
going to use and will be confident in using.”

Hackett has been responsible for safety in the past three Volvo Ocean Races

T

he Volvo Ocean Race is one of the
toughest events on earth. Battling

mountainous seas in the most extreme
conditions imaginable, the crews are tested

Given the extreme nature of the race,
it’s essential that the competitors have access to the
best safety equipment possible. The man responsible
for providing that gear, and training the crews in
using it, is Alistair Hackett at Ocean Safety in
Southampton, England.

Hackett, 45, is an ace yachtsman himself,
having spent several years racing on the European
multihull circuit before exchanging life on deck for a
responsible for safety
job making sure that life on deck is as safe is possible.
2011-2012 race.
He spent 16 years working on Sir Chay Blyth’s
Global Challenge Around the World races before
moving to Ocean Safety, which has been responsible for safety in the past three Volvo
Ocean Races.

to the limit each day. VOLVO CE SPIRIT meets
the man who was
training during the

Hackett has been involved with the last two events, providing equipment,
servicing that equipment, and training the crews in using it. For the last task, Ocean
Safety invites all the crews in the race to South Tyneside Maritime College in
Newcastle for a two-day course.
Mitigating risk
During the course, the crews spend a session in an environmental pool
where the conditions can be altered to mimic the seas they might encounter during
the race. In pitch darkness and freezing water, buffeted by waves with a rain machine
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The Volvo Ocean Race is widely considered to be one of the toughest challenges on the planet

“It’s a dangerous event, which is why, as
far as we’re concerned and as far as the
organizers are concerned, the mitigation
of that risk is paramount.”

and think about how they would manage a situation. How would
they work together as a crew if they had to abandon ship? How
would they manage picking up the members of another crew who
had gone overboard? It’s the thought process that’s critical.”

drenching their faces, the crews have to learn to use the lifejackets,
liferafts, recovery modules, inflatable horseshoes and the other
equipment outfitting their state-of-the-arts yachts.

Practical and accessible
The mitigation of risk was behind one of the major
innovations in this year’s race: the Kannad R10 Personal Rescue
System, which fits to a lifejacket and, once inflated, automatically
transmits information about a survivor’s position to surrounding
vessels using the vessels’ AIS (Automatic Identification System),
and increases their chances of a swift rescue.

While it’s important that the crews are familiar with
their safety gear, Hackett explains that it’s just as essential they
learn to consider and think about the problems and challenges
they might face. “The training is all about thought,” he says.
“Normally, crews don’t think about this sort of thing. Their priority
is making the boat go as fast as possible. They rarely have a man
fall overboard or have to abandon the ship. But it could happen.

Hackett and his team find themselves in the curious
position of providing equipment that, in a best-case scenario,
would never be used. This also proves a problem: because it
is rarely used, the feedback they receive is limited. Therefore,
they work closely with all the teams in the race to understand
their requirements and ensure the equipment is as practical and
accessible as possible.

“It’s a dangerous event, which is why, as far as we’re
concerned and as far as the organizers are concerned, the mitigation
of that risk is paramount. The crews know far more about sailing
around the world than any of us do. But we want them to go away

Supply and servicing
“By talking to the teams, you can get a feel for what is
practical,” he adds. “You can all sit in a room and come up with
a perfect scenario, which is not the same scenario that’s going to
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an issue. Lifejackets were cumbersome, difficult to put on and
difficult to use, so it was important that we, as an industry, come
up with a design that was easy to get on, easy to adjust and wasn’t
too bulky. Now we have that, and we find most crew members
wear them as a matter of course.
“You find that it’s the more experienced crew members
who insist on wearing their lifejackets at all times, who are most
practical and who are most interested in safety — simply because
they’ve spent more time at sea than anyone. They know the
dangers better than anyone, and they know that those dangers
are real.”
Text: Dan Waddell
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail

“You find that it’s the more experienced
crew members who insist on wearing their
lifejackets at all times.”

apply to a bunch of guys in the middle of the Southern Ocean.
The solution has to be practical or they won’t use it, and there’s
no point in supplying it.
“We spend a lot of time talking to the organizers, and
we spend a lot of time talking to the teams. We come up with the
equipment we feel is appropriate and that the teams are actually
going to use and will be confident in using.”
Hackett and his team flew to Alicante at the outset
of the 2011-2012 Volvo Ocean Race to assess and test the
equipment before the start. Then, at approximately the halfway
stage, they flew to Auckland to meet the teams, discuss how
the equipment was working, and make sure it was in good order
before the boats headed out for their toughest challenge in the
Southern Ocean.
A major topic of conversation at those debriefs is the
crew’s lifejackets. Much like seatbelts in the automobile industry,
lifejackets were once seen as unnecessary and cumbersome by
hardcore ‘yachties’. That attitude, as Hackett explains, has changed
significantly over the years.
“Wearing lifejackets wasn’t the done thing. In reality,
there was an element of prestige in that, but design was also
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Volvo Ocean Race Finale
After nine months and almost 40,000 nautical miles of
sailing in some of the most extreme conditions known to
man, the 10th Volvo Ocean Race came to one of its most
exciting and dramatic conclusions in July.
Four of the six teams began the last ocean leg from Lorient
in France to Galway, Ireland with a chance of victory, but
the eventual spoils went to the Groupama team led by
Frenchman Franck Cammas.
The team needed only to finish fourth to guarantee victory
and managed to achieve that, holding off a tough challenge
from the Puma, Camper and Telefonica teams in a thrilling
finale.
Cammas and his international crew, which featured a
diverse blend of Swedish, Irish, Australian, Kiwi and French
sailors, celebrated their hard-won victory in great style. ‘It
was always my dream to participate in this race. Without
doubt this is the best thing I’ve ever done,’ Cammas said.
For more information go to volvooceanrace.com

VOLVO ROAD
INSTITUTE PAVES
THE WAY
When Volvo Construction Equipment entered the road
construction industry in 2007, the Ingersoll Rand
deal came with an unexpected bonus: the Road
Institute. And the Road Institute came with
Steve Neal and Wayne Tomlinson. And
Neal and Tomlinson come with
60-plus years of experience.
SPIRIT37

Not surprisingly, it was a perfect fit. Like Volvo, the
pair of tutors believe passionately in training — and in getting
things absolutely right from the very start.
“The institute’s primary mission is teaching paving
and compacting best practices and principles,” explains Neal.
“With a lot of employers, the emphasis is on speed, with
operators expected to learn on the job. But learning as you go is
rarely the best experience. You pick up bad habits and do things
without understanding why.”

BEST PRACTICE APPLIES
“We use a Volvo PF6110 tracked paver with an
Omni 318 screed and a DD38HF double drum compactor,
but you don’t have to own or use a Volvo to attend,” says
Tomlinson. “It’s a generic approach. Best practice, whatever your
machine, always applies.

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
The Road Institute, in effect, is a center of excellence:
a road-building university, committed to teaching operators
and crews how to correctly, efficiently, economically and safely
employ state-of-the-art machines to produce roads and surfaces
of the highest quality.
The institute dates back to 1965, when leading road
building equipment manufacturer Blaw-Knox set up a training
program. The initiative was well-timed. Those years marked
a major expansion in road building in North America, with
President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s administration pouring $25
billion into the creation of the Interstate Highway System.
A formal center, open to the entire industry, was
established in the 1970s, and its current title was adopted
in 1997.
The Institute’s goals remain largely the same today,
with a variety of courses run at Chambersburg in Pennsylvania
and Phoenix in Arizona. The most popular and comprehensive
is the Paver and Compactor Operation and Maintenance
course, comprising a day of theory and two days of paving and
compacting practice.
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The Volvo PF6110 tracked paver used on the Paver and Compactor Operation and Maintenance course

“Yes, people are often
impressed with how
good the Volvos are,
but that is not what the
courses are about.”

“Yes, people are often impressed with
how good the Volvos are, but that is not what the
courses are about.”
Courses are limited to a maximum
16 attendees. Having slowed during the financial
downturn, demand for training rose again last year
by 10%, with 250 people taking part.
“They come from all over, including
Canada and Latin America,” Neal says. “Apart from
operators and crews we also get people from other
parts of the industry, from departments of transport,
quality control and sales, who want to update or
increase their knowledge. Many are surprised by
how much science and technique is involved.”

The Volvo DD118HF and the DD38HF are used to teach compacting techniques

SAFETY FIRST
The Institute’s website starts its course description
with ‘paving safety’. There are federal and state safety programs,
as well as those of individual companies, says Neal. “We remind
people that there’s a history and a reason for these, while also
emphasizing that you need to be aware because these machines
are potentially dangerous. You often find yourself working close
to traffic or other equipment.”
That’s followed by a focus on how pavers and
compactors work and how they should be prepared and
maintained on a daily basis. Discussions include the options
presented by wheeled and tracked pavers, and the different
types of mixes, compaction densities, screeds and vibratory and
tamper technologies.

Tomlinson then uses a Volvo DD38HF and
DD118HF to teach and review compacting techniques like
the five-pass pattern or the side-by-side pattern, while also
illustrating joint compaction.
RELIABILITY IS EVERYTHING
“Using centrally articulated and slightly smaller-thannecessary rollers exaggerates mistakes,” Tomlinson explains.
“They’re not as easy to drive straight, and if you turn quickly it
can cut the mat. It helps people realize they have to slow down
and focus on technique.”

Then comes the fun bit: the hands-on laying and
compacting of road surfaces. “We either use a mix of sandy dirt
and stone and gravel, or asphalt dust and stones,” says Neal.
“We wet it, and it lays just like a real mat – and we can then
scoop it up and use it again immediately.”
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Laying roads is a difficult and unforgiving business but good operating disciplines make all the difference

In the real world, laying roads is an unforgiving
business. The mix, heated to temperatures of 200-300 degrees
Fahrenheit (95-150 Centigrade), has a strictly limited shelf life.
So good operating disciplines, matched with excellent machine
reliability and maintenance – all traditional Volvo disciplines –
count for everything.
“These machines process a lubricated abrasive
material. The more wrong you do it, the more the components
wear out,” says Neal. “And if pavers break down, you can’t just
take them off to a nearby garage. Breakdowns affect the whole
crew, the compactors and the trucks delivering the mix – they’re
very costly.”
Excellent machine reliability and maintenance count for everything

The best bit of the job for Neal and Tomlinson?
Those precious moments when course attendees understand
something for the first time.
“When you hit on something that they’re really
interested in, or you give them a solution to a problem they’ve
had for years, it’s great to see the reaction on their faces,” says
Tomlinson.
Text: Tony Lawrence
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OPERATOR CORNER

REN WANLI

China’s Operator Idol
SPIRIT41

“It is one of my favorite machines,” he says. “It has the advantages of high efficiency, fuel
saving and excellent control.”

Ren receives his prize for being China’s most fuel-efficient operator
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flashing lights rather than hard hats
and excavators.

The name is a light-hearted title given
to China’s most fuel-efficient operator, to be
awarded for the second time in 2012. In 2011,
more than 6,000 operators nationwide entered
the competition, creating a high level of interest
in and promoting a discussion of fuel saving.
After two rounds of regional contests,
the entrants were whittled down to 24 finalists,
who competed for the prize in Shanghai. The
winner, and reigning ‘Idol’, was Ren Wanli, a
33-year-old operator from the Fengtai District
of Beijing. Ren’s prize was the use of a Volvo
excavator for a year. He immediately put it to
good use, renting it out to another operator in
Beijing and using his knowledge of fuel efficiency
to help maximize revenue and save money in
his daily work, as well as earn extra income for
himself and his young family.
Fuel Saving
“Owning the machine and renting it
out has given me a lot more financial stability for
my family,” Ren told Volvo Spirit Magazine. Ren
has been an operator for more than ten years,
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four of which were spent working in the Lianong Province before
moving to Beijing. He works with a Volvo EC210.
“It is one of my favorite machines,” he says. “It has the
advantages of high efficiency, fuel saving and excellent control. My
favorite-ever Volvo machines are
the EC360 and 460 because of their power and ability to work
on bigger jobs.”
Training
Other than becoming an owner and the material
benefits that ownership has brought, are there any other changes
that have arisen from winning the competition?
“I’ve made many new friends and have also
learned a great deal about how to save fuel. If I were to make
any recommendations to operators thinking of entering the
competition, I would tell them to pay attention to their training
and to be bold but still cautious. Safety is very important.”
This year’s winner will have to overcome an even
bigger field than Ren did. Volvo Construction Equipment, working
with the China Construction Machinery Association, is hoping the
competition will reach more than 1,000,000 operators this year
and raise awareness of the importance of fuel efficiency. Volvo
machines are already well known for their low fuel consumption,
but 1.44 billion liters of fuel could be saved annually – equal to
3.76 million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions – if the operators
of the 800,000 excavators at work in China each day used their
equipment in accordance with the principles of the Eco Operator
training program.
Socially Responsible
To add further spice to this year’s competition, and in
keeping with glitz of its title, the final will include a talent show
where operators can show off their skills and compete for the
‘Popular Star’ prize.
“The Operator Idol program is uniquely designed to
help machine operators develop fuel-efficient operating skills and
is the first event of its kind in China — not to mention the largest
such training in the world,” says Volvo Construction Equipment
president Pat Olney. “At Volvo Construction Equipment, one of
our core values is environmental care, and through this contest

Ren’s prize was the use of a Volvo excavator for a year

“The Operator Idol program is uniquely
designed to help machine operators develop
fuel-efficient operating skills and is the
first event of its kind in China”.

we demonstrate our commitment to being an economically,
environmentally and socially responsible company in China.”
“We’ve been thrilled by the contest’s success and
popularity in one of our fastest growing markets,” says Klas
Magnusson, senior vice president of corporate communications at
Volvo Construction Equipment. “So far it has proved an excellent
way to rapidly make contact with thousands of operators and
provide them with valuable Eco Operator skills, and this may
encourage us to roll out Operator Idol internationally.”
Text: Dan Waddell
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Virtual Machine,
					Real Safety
As anyone who has ever sat
behind the controls of an
excavator can tell you, driving
a construction machine is
not for the faint-hearted or
the easily confused. It ranks
alongside piloting a helicopter
for complexity of control.
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The simulator has the same controls, levers and seat as a real excavator

With a learning curve so steep, the chance for wouldbe operators to gain valuable experience learning the basics is
vital, which is why the Volvo excavator simulator has become an
essential part of the operator training program.
Rather than spending the first few tentative instruction
hours behind the controls of a real machine, putting the safety
of both operator and machine at risk, trainees can learn the basics
of excavator operation from an experienced instructor on
a realistic simulator.
The simulator has the same controls, levers and seat
as a real excavator, while the real-time simulation is based on an
EC210C and is depicted in high resolution on an LCD screen.
Meanwhile an electric motion platform faithfully recreates each
movement of the excavator, down to every last bump, giving the
operator a true sense of what it’s like to be behind the controls
while working in rough terrain.

“The best thing about the simulators
is that new operators can train and develop
their skills in a much faster
and safer way,”
Risk management
Before they even step inside a machine, beginners can go
over the basic functions of the excavator and build up their machine
knowledge of components and service checkpoints. Once they start
using the simulator, they can familiarize themselves with the controls
and begin basic machine exercises, such as moving the machine, using
the functions simultaneously, and connecting attachments. Once
they’ve mastered those skills, the novice operators can move on to
more specific tasks, like digging a trench or unloading a truck.

Real time simulation is realistically depicted in high resolution on an LCD screen

At all times during the program operators are asked to
focus on improving their skills and safety awareness. In exercises
devoted to risk management, operators are presented with a highrisk situation — like loading the machine onto a low-boy trailer —
so that when problems arise in the field they are equipped with
the knowledge to deal with it.
Because students log in individually at the start of each
session, it’s possible to evaluate their training as they progress and
to analyze specific aspects of their performance. Instructors can
look at the data for fuel consumption, wear and tear, collisions
and mistakes, identify areas for improvement, and modify their
training accordingly.
Interactive environment
Volvo Construction Equipment’s Communication
Strategy Manager, Arvid Rinaldo, has been involved with the
simulator since its inception and has witnessed the enormous
benefits it brings, especially when it comes to safety. With the
simulator, operators can learn to handle their machine properly
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The terrain is faithfully recreated so the operator gets
a true sense of what it is like behind the controls

Operators can analyze their results and improve performance

and can work in extreme and hazardous conditions it would be
too dangerous or impractical to replicate in real life.
“The best thing about the simulators is that new
operators can train and develop their skills in a much faster
and safer way,” Arvid says. “They can work in a completely safe

“Our research has shown that the
learning curve is faster and that these
operators make fewer mistakes when
they get into the real machine”
environment knowing that the mistakes they make won’t cause
an accident or expensive damage. Experienced operators can also
use the simulators to practice dangerous maneuvers without risk.”
Training results indicate that operators can learn
more from using a simulator for a few hours at the start of
training than they can from using an actual machine. Operators
who have completed the training program on the simulator are
also less likely to suffer accidents and collisions when their training
continues on site, and they are more likely to operate in a fuelefficient manner.
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Operators can familiarize themselves with the controls and
master different skills

“Our research has shown that the learning curve is
faster and that these operators make fewer mistakes when they
get into the real machine,” Arvid says. “you can prepare an
operator for what to expect when problems do occur.”
The simulator is not just useful for novices.
Experienced operators can also benefit from sharpening their skills
and improving their performance or learning to use the machine
with greater fuel efficiency.
The simulators are also portable and can be moved
from site to training center, while the software enables operators
to analyze their results at home or on the move, allowing them to
reflect on the best ways to improve their performance. By the
time the operators are ready to go out into the field, they are welltrained, familiar with the controls and machine functions, and fully
prepared to meet most challenges.
See the simulator in action. Go to:
http://www.oryx.se/products/volvo-excavator-simulator
The Volvo excavator simulator is available to buy or hire.
Please contact your local Volvo Construction Equipment dealer
for more information.

Volvo Construction
Equipment products
and services are
only a click away
To find your local dealer go to
www.volvoce.com
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OUR PHILOSOPHY:

tap into the latest on safety
with the Spirit APP
Log on to www.volvospiritmagazine.com and
download our free Spirit iPad application for exclusive
articles, videos and more...

